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Results of non-fi nancial corporations to 2008 Q4 and summary year-end data

The information gathered by the Central Balance Sheet Data Offi ce Quarterly Survey (CBQ) to 

2008 Q4 represents the preliminary results of changes in the year as a whole experienced by 

the aggregate of sample non-fi nancial corporations. These preliminary results will be fi nalised 

in November 2009 with the data of corporations which report annually and constitute the 

Central Balance Sheet Data Offi ce Annual Survey (CBA). The quarterly information provided by 

reporting non-fi nancial corporations showed a gradual deceleration in the rate of productive 

activity as 2008 unfolded, turning negative for the year as a whole. Thus, gross value added 

(GVA), which in 2008 H1 refl ected a moderate rise in activity, recorded declines in 2008 Q3 

and, especially, in 2008 Q4. For the year as a whole, GVA fell –1.8%, representing a low in the 

CBQ time series since it began in 1994. This negative performance, which affected practically 

all sample sectors (except for energy for the reasons discussed below) particularly impacted 

corporations in the industry and wholesale and retail trade sectors, and is a refl ection of the 

loss of momentum in 2008 in consumption and investment, which was also seen in other al-

ternative sources of information.

The fall in productive activity was accompanied by a slowdown in the growth of personnel 

costs which increased by 3.9% in 2008, 0.8 pp lower than the related 2007 increase. This 

deceleration was a result of the moderation in growth of average compensation, mainly due to 

the impact on this variable of the drop in variable compensation at large fi rms in the sample 

and slacker job creation (the rate for the year as a whole decreased from 0.7% in 2007 to 0.4% 

in 2008). CBQ fi rms, in line with developments in productive activity, showed a slowing rate of 

job creation, which became more evident as 2008 progressed, and indeed posted a negative 

rate of change for Q4 (–1.4%) in the sample total. Although personnel costs grew more mod-

erately, the contraction of productive activity fed through to gross operating profi t (GOP) which 

posted a negative rate of change of –5.9% for 2008, considerably lower than the 5.6% in-

crease in the previous year. This performance was much more accentuated at industrial cor-

porations (where GOP fell 24.3% compared to a rise of 12.9% in 2007) and at wholesale and 

retail trade fi rms (where GOP decreased by 17.5%); energy fi rms, in keeping with growth of 

their activity, were the only ones whose surplus rose in 2008.

Financial costs and revenue grew less strongly than in 2007, especially revenue which in-

creased 2.3% in 2008, as opposed to 34.6% in 2007. This notable decrease was due to the 

lower infl ow of dividends from foreign subsidiaries, an item whose exceptionally positive per-

formance in 2007, is diffi cult to maintain under the current conditions of the international econ-

omy. Financial costs grew 18.9% in 2008 in comparison with 37.5% in the previous year.

As a result of the combined performance of gross operating profi t and fi nancial costs and 

revenue, ordinary net profi t (ONP) recorded a contraction of –15.4% in the year and the level 

of ratios measuring corporate profi tability showed a signifi cant decrease in 2008. Consequent-

ly, return on investment stood at 7.9% almost 1 pp lower than in 2007, and return on equity 

dropped to 10.7%, slightly more than 2 pp below the fi gure of 12.9% the previous year. The 

reduction in corporate profi tability levels affected all the sectors of activity analysed in the ac-

companying tables; the comparison of current profi tability levels with the historic references 

Overview1Overview1

1. The information which serves as a basis for this article is that sent by 737 corporations which, on average, reported 

their data to the Central Balance Sheet Data Offi ce to 18 March 2009. The GVA generated by this aggregate accounts 

for 12% of the total GVA of non-fi nancial corporations for the same period. 
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available in the CBQ series, reveals lows at industrial corporations and wholesale and retail 

trade corporations, as opposed to energy and transport and communications fi rms whose 

returns held at the average of the time series. The ratio which measures fi nancial cost stood at 

4.9% for the year as a whole, nearly 0.5 pp above the previous year. The decrease in the prof-

itability ratio and the increase in the ratio which measures fi nancial cost prompted the differ-

ence between the two to continue to narrow, as had occurred in previous quarters, to 3.0. This 

drop was particularly sharp for industrial and wholesale and retail trade corporations.

Finally, there was a signifi cant reduction in extraordinary results in 2008 in comparison with the 

very high levels of a year earlier. Both extraordinary revenue and expenses fell (–61.9%), as did 

other extraordinary items, essentially portfolio provisions (–43.8%). It should be taken into ac-

count that in 2008 Q4 capital losses were recorded on certain fi nancial investments which, 

due to their high amount, actually absorbed the capital gains arising in 2008 H1 from asset 

sales linked to the M&A activity in the electricity sector discussed in previous articles. Due to 

the foregoing, there was a negative trend in fi nal profi t which was similar to, and even slightly 

stronger than, that in ordinary surpluses. Thus, corporate profi ts dropped at a rate of –24.0% 

in 2008, in stark contrast to 12.0% growth in 2007. These developments are also refl ected in 

the ratio between net profi t and GVA, which fell from 37.9% in 2007 to 29.3% in 2008, al-

though it still holds at relatively high levels.

In short, the data of CBQ fi rms show a gradual deterioration of their productive activity in 2008, 

which prompted strong contractions in all their surpluses, especially in the closing months of 

the year. Job creation, albeit still positive in terms of the annual average, also lost momentum 

as the year unfolded, until in 2008 Q4 jobs were destroyed in practically all sample sectors. 

These developments were accompanied by moderate increases in average compensation 

related to the drop in variable compensation linked to corporate results. The relative weight of 

fi nancial costs in fi rms’ profi t and loss accounts continued to rise, while fi nancial revenue could 

not keep up the pace of growth of previous periods. The foregoing led to non-fi nancial corpo-

rations experiencing drastic declines in their ordinary surpluses in 2008, which affected their 

profi tability levels and net profi ts although, given the initial levels involved, they still remained 

relatively high in 2008.

According to the information obtained from the fi rms which make up the CBQ sample, during 

2008 business activity experienced a gradual decline which centred on a –1.8% reduction in 

GVA in comparison with 5.2% growth in the previous year (see Table 1 and Chart 1). The 

negative trend in activity became more evident as the year progressed; in comparison with 

2008 H1, when growth in GVA was still moderate, in 2008 H2, and particularly in 2008 Q4, 

GVA refl ected a sharper and more widespread decline.

In a more detailed sectoral analysis (see Table 2.a), it can be seen that the contraction of activ-

ity affected practically all aggregates, except for energy, the only one in which GVA held at a 

positive rate. Conversely, the industrial sector experienced the highest decreases in GVA in 

2008, down –10.5% for the year as a whole, in sharp contrast to growth of 7.3% posted a year 

earlier. This negative trend is explained by the strong impact on fi rms in the industrial sector of 

the adjustment of investment in capital goods and the loss of momentum of industrial activities 

linked to the construction and car industries. GVA in the wholesale and retail trade sector de-

creased substantially, turning around from growth of 2.7% in 2007 to –4.0%, for the fi rst time 

in the available CBQ time series. The turnaround in this case, is the result of the strong slow-

down in consumption in 2008. The GVA of fi rms in the transport and communications sector 

also performed negatively, with rates of -1.3%, lower than those posted a year earlier (+5.8%). 

This behaviour is mainly accounted for, aside from the deterioration in consumption, by the 

ActivityActivity
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negative impact of high fuel prices during 2008 on transport fi rms’ costs. Lastly, the energy 

sector stands out as the only one, as discussed above, whose GVA continued to expand in 

2008, rising by 4.3%, a higher rate than that recorded in 2007 (2.4%). This increase is due, 

fi rstly to a less negative performance in 2008 than in 2007 of companies in the refi ning sector. 

These fi rms, which were affected by volatile crude oil prices, saw their GVA fall by –9.3% in 

2008 as a whole (solely due to the strong fall in prices in 2008 Q4), (see Chart 2), recording a 

fall which was less steep than a year earlier (–17.5%). The second contributing factor in the 

expansion of energy utilities’ activity lies in the electricity, gas and water sub-sector (the other 

major aggregate of the energy sector), which saw its GVA increase by 6.2%, 0.5 pp down on 

a year previously. This change was due to the growth, throughout 2008, of fi rms in the gas 

sub-sector and, to a lesser degree, those in the electricity sector, against a backdrop of mod-

erate growth in demand for electricity (0.9% for the year as a whole, according to data from 

Red Eléctrica) and a drop in production costs which benefi ted from higher rainfall. Lastly, it 

should be underlined that the external activity of sample fi rms in 2008 remained slightly expan-

CBA
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R.1 Return on investment (before taxes) (S.3+5.1)/NA 9.0 8.9 9.3 8.8 7.9

R.2 Interest on borrowed funds/ interest-bearing borrowing 5.1/IBB 4.0 4.8 3.9 4.5 4.9

R.3 Ordinary return on equity (before taxes) S.3/E 13.2 12.5 14.2 12.9 10.7
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PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT. YEAR-ON-YEAR CHANGES AND PROFIT RATIOS

Growth rates of the same corporations on the same period a year earlier

TABLE 1

SOURCE:  Banco de España.

a. All the data in these columns have been calculated as the weighted average of the quarterly data.

b. Rate not significant or not calculable because the relevant figures are of opposite sign.

c. The items in the formulas are expressed as absolute values. NA = net assets (net of non-interest-bearing borrowing); E = Equity; IBB = Interest-

bearing borrowing; NA = E + IBB. The financial costs in the numerators of ratios R.1 and R.2 only include that portion of financial costs which is interest 

on borrowed funds (which is not specified in the table and is numbered as 5.1) and not commissions or cash discounts.

Note: in calculating rates, internal accounting movements have been edited out of items 4, 5 and 8.
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sive (see Table 3); industrial fi rms’ net external demand (exports less imports) grew strongly in 

this period (77.5%), mainly due to the containment of imports in 2008.

Lastly, the analysis of the information in Chart 3, on the distribution of CBQ fi rms based on the 

performance of their GVA, irrespective of size and sector, indicates that the downturn in pro-

ductive activity in 2008, has spread to a larger number of fi rms. Indeed, the chart indicates that 

the percentage of fi rms which recorded falls in their GVA during 2008 increased (48.9%, com-

pared with 38.3% of fi rms which were in this situation the previous year) and that, furthermore, 

there was a gradual shift in the statistical distribution to more negative values: the percentage 

REPORTING NON-FINANCIAL

CORPORATIONS
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

Number of corporations CBA 8,834 9,063 9,139 9,255 8,165 —

CBQ 837 830 811 829 846 737
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NON-FINANCIAL CORPORATIONS REPORTING TO THE CENTRAL BALANCE

SHEET DATA OFFICE

CHART 1

SOURCE: Banco de España.

a. 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006 and 2007 data drawn from corporations reporting to the annual survey

(CBA), and average data of the four quarters of each year in relation to the previous year (CBQ).

b. Average of the four quarters of 2008 relative to the same period in 2007.
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of fi rms whose GVA fell by more than 20% rose from 16.4% in 2007 to 23.7% for 2008 as a 

whole.

The rise of 3.9% in personnel costs in 2008 was 0.8 pp less than a year earlier, mainly due to 

the more moderate growth of average compensation in the four quarters of 2008, against a 

background of progressively worsening employment fi gures. The workforces of the sample 

corporations increased slightly in 2008 by 0.4%, 0.3 pp less than a year earlier (0.7%). How-

ever, the quarterly profi le of the path of this variable shows a progressive deterioration as the 

year advanced, which gave rise to a decrease of –1.4% in the average number of employees 

Employment

and personnel costs

Employment

and personnel costs
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SHEET DATA OFFICE (cont'd)

CHART 1

SOURCE: Banco de España.

a. 2003, 2004, 2005, 2006 and 2007 data drawn from corporations reporting to the annual survey

(CBA), and average data of the four quarters of each year in relation to the previous year (CBQ).

b. Average for the four quarters of 2008 in relation to the same period in 2007.



ANALYSIS OF THE INDUSTRIAL SECTOR BOX 1

In 2008, the industrial fi rms reporting to the CBQ showed a consider-

able deterioration in their productive activity, evidenced by a decrease 

in GVA of -10.5% in this aggregate (the largest fall in industrial sector 

GVA in the whole of the CBQ series) and by a break in the six-year run 

of uninterrupted growth in the GVA of this aggregate. This loss of 

dynamism of industrial activity became more marked as the year pro-

gressed, also affecting an increasing number of sub-sectors, al-

though, in 2008 as a whole, those most affected were the manufac-

ture of glass, ceramics and metal products (with GVA falls of -23.8%), 

manufacture of transport equipment (-11.6%) and other manufactur-

ing (-8.9%). The reasons for this fall-off lie mainly in the more sluggish 

investment in capital goods, the higher energy costs, the impact of 

the crisis in the construction sector on some related industrial activi-

ties and the fall in motor vehicle sales. By contrast, the manufacture 

of electrical and optical equipment was the only sub-sector to con-

tinue to expand in 2008, posting an increase in GVA which was high-

er than that of the previous year (12.8% compared with 2.8%). Per-

sonnel costs nudged up by 2.1%, a slightly lower increase than in 

2007 (2.5%), mainly due to more moderate growth in average com-

pensation in this aggregate (3.2% in 2008 as opposed to 3.9% in the 

previous year). As also applies for the total sample, the lower variable 

compensation than in 2007 earned at large industrial fi rms largely 

explains the above-mentioned performance. The employment data 

for this sector remained negative, showing a fall of -1.1%, similar to 

that of previous years, and a year-on-year trend towards progres-

sively more negative rates, given that in 2008 Q4 the rate at which 

jobs were destroyed in this aggregate rose to -3.3%. Against this 

backdrop, there were strong reductions in gross operating profi t and 

ordinary net profi t for the year as a whole (-24.3% and -47.6%, re-

spectively), resulting in a highly signifi cant decrease in profi tability lev-

els. Thus, in 2008 return on investment stood at 6.2%, 3 pp less than 

in 2007, while return on equity dropped from 12.8% in 2007 to 7.2% 

in 2008. The ratio which measures the cost of debt continued to 

grow to 5.1% (0.6 pp up on 2007) and the spread between the return 

on investment and the cost of debt continued to narrow to 1.1 in 

2008. In short, in 2008 the industrial sector recorded a strong fall-off 

in its productive activity which resulted in a reduction of its surpluses 

and profi tability levels and a decrease in the average number of em-

ployees in this aggregate, a trend which stepped up as the year pro-

gressed.
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REPORTING INDUSTRIAL

CORPORATIONS
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008
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CBA CBQ (a) CBA CBQ (a) CBA CBQ (a) CBA CBQ (a)
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2.39.36.37.31.25.26.32.31.1-3.1-0.05.0-5.01-3.72.89.5yrtsudnI

Wholesale and retail trade 7.8 6.1 2.7 -4.0 2.7 3.5 0.4 1.3 7.8 6.6 1.6 4.8 4.9 3.0 1.2 3.5

Transport and communications 3.9 7.0 5.8 -1.3 1.2 1.6 -0.2 -1.1 4.8 5.5 5.4 2.2 3.5 3.8 5.6 3.3
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AT FACTOR COST

EMPLOYEES
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SOURCE: Banco de España.

a. All the data in these columns have been calculated as the weighted average of the quarterly data.

VALUE ADDED, EMPLOYEES, PERSONNEL COSTS AND COMPENSATION PER EMPLOYEE. 

BREAKDOWN BY SIZE AND MAIN ACTIVITY OF CORPORATIONS

Growth rate of the same corporations on the same period a year earlier

TABLE 2.A

TOTAL

CBQ

CORPORATIONS

2008 Q1 - Q4

CORPORATIONS

INCREASING

(OR NOT

CHANGING)

STAFF LEVELS

CORPORATIONS

REDUCING

STAFF LEVELS

033704737snoitaroprocforebmuN

PERSONNEL COSTS

9.489,210.977,219.367,52)m€(4Q-1Q70noitautislaitinI

9.0-8.89.34Q-1Q70/4Q-1Q80etaR

AVERAGE COMPENSATION

4.846,543.634,540.345,54)€(4Q-1Q70noitautislaitinI

7.33.35.34Q-1Q70/4Q-1Q80etaR

NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

482182665)s000(4Q-1Q70noitautislaitinI

4.4-3.54.04Q-1Q70/4Q-1Q80etaR

Permanent Initial situation 07 Q1-Q4 (000s) 471 229 242

Rate 08 Q1-Q4/ 07 Q1-Q4 0.5 4.1 -2.8

Non-permanent Initial situation 07 Q1-Q4 (000s) 95 52 43

Rate 08 Q1-Q4/ 07 Q1-Q4 -0.1 10.9 -13.5

SOURCE: Banco de España.

EMPLOYMENT AND PERSONNEL COSTS

Details based on changes in staff levels

TABLE 2.B
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IMPACT OF OIL PRICES ON THE REFINING SECTOR CHART 2

SOURCES: Banco de España and Ministerio de Industria, Turismo y Comercio (Informe mensual de

precios).

a. The 2008 data relate to the CBQ.
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Other corporations -3.9 -7.0 -6.3 20.1
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a. All the data in these columns have been calculated as the weighted average 

of the relevant quarterly data.

PURCHASES AND TURNOVER OF CORPORATIONS REPORTING DATA ON

PURCHASING SOURCES AND SALES DESTINATIONS

Structure and rate of change

TABLE 3
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in Q4, a trend shared by practically all economic sectors. Analysis of employment by type of 

contract (see Table 2.b) shows that the contraction affected temporary employment most 

signifi cantly, as evidenced by the falls of 0.1% in the year as a whole and 6.1% in 2008 Q4. 

Industry and transport and communications were the sectors in which employment performed 

most negatively in 2008 as a whole, with decreases of –1.1%. In the case of industry, this 

performance affected practically all its sub-sectors (except for the manufacture of electrical 

and optical equipment).

The deterioration in transport and communications in 2008 was largely due to the signifi cant 

staff reductions in recent years in some of the large fi rms in this sector. By contrast, wholesale 

and retail trade and energy posted positive employment rates in 2008. In the fi rst case, the 

average number of employees in wholesale and retail trade grew by 1.3% in the year as a 

whole. This was despite the negative growth of productive activity as a direct result of long-

term decisions on the opening of new shopping centres taken by some hypermarket chains, 

mainly in the fi rst half of the year. Finally, energy fi rms saw staff numbers increase by 1.8%, 

basically due to the expansionary behaviour of oil refi ning fi rms, although a positive contribu-

tion was also made by the main electric utilities, which in 2008 seem to have concluded the 

process of adjustment under way during the last few years.

Average compensation in 2008 grew by 3.5%, 0.5 pp less than in the previous year. This con-

tainment of wage costs is largely due to the fi gure for 2008 Q4, a period which saw sharp falls 

in variable compensation in some large fi rms compared with the previous year. The nature of 

this compensation, generally linked to the achievement of certain targets and results by the 

end of each year, explains this behaviour, whose effects were noticeable in 2008 Q4. Wage 

behaviour was very similar and uniform across all economic sectors, with increases in wage 

costs ranging between 2.9% and 3.5% in all cases. Finally, Table 4 shows a rise in the number 

of fi rms which lowered their personnel costs (31.1% in 2008, against 27.7% in the previous 

year) and a signifi cantly higher percentage of fi rms whose wage costs posted an increase 

below the infl ation rate (up from 46.2% in 2007 to 49.6% 2008), confi rming the more moderate 

behaviour of fi rms in this area. 

The sharp deterioration in productive activity in 2008 progressively passed through to the 

other ordinary surpluses and, as a result, gross operating profi t in this period fell by –5.9%, a 

Profi ts, rates of return

and debt

Profi ts, rates of return

and debt

DISTRIBUTION OF CORPORATIONS BY RATE OF CHANGE IN

GVA AT FACTOR COST

CHART 3

SOURCE: Banco de España.
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sharp change of trend compared with the increase of 5.6% a year earlier (see Table 5). Finan-

cial costs again grew briskly in 2008 (by 18.9%) and gained relative weight in corporate cost 

structures, so that, at end-2008, they accounted for somewhat more than 7% with respect to 

production, 2 pp more than a year earlier. Also, the ratio which measures the interest burden 

(see Chart 4) confi rms this trend, showing that the weight of fi nancial costs relative to gross 

operating profi t plus fi nancial revenue (the denominator of this ratio) continued to increase. The 

2008 rate, however, reveals a trend toward more moderate growth when compared with that 

of previous periods (37.5% in 2007 and 39.6% in 2006). The following table gives insight into 

the factors behind the behaviour of fi nancial costs: 

08 Q1-Q4/07 Q1-Q4

Change in fi nancial costs  18.9%

A. Interest on borrowed funds (1+2)  18.4%

1. Due to the cost (interest rate)   8.7%

2. Due to the amount of interest-bearing debt  9.7%

B. Commissions and cash discounts  0.5%

The above data show that the factors contributing to the growth of fi nancial costs, practically 

in equal measure, were the increase in interest rates borne by fi rms in 2008 and the infl ow of 

new external fi nancing, although their impact in both instances has been waning compared 

with past periods. After several years of rising interest rates, which led the ratio measuring the 

cost of debt of the sample corporations to hold steady in 2008 at nearly 5%, it can be ex-

pected that, as interest rate cuts are passed through to corporate loans, the coming quarters 

will see a decrease in this cost in fi rms’ profi t and loss accounts. Furthermore, the change due 

to the amount of interest-bearing debt also became progressively less important, since in 

2006 it accounted for increases in fi nancial costs of more than 20 pp, while in 2008 it ex-

plained an increase of nearly 10 pp, thus confi rming the lesser recourse by fi rms to additional 

fi nancing. This analysis is completed by the picture offered by the ratios E1 and E2. The fi rst 

(E1) shows that fi rms’ level of debt has not changed substantially in the last two years, a slight 

downward trend being observed in 2008. Meanwhile, E2, which approximates the repayment 

ability of fi rms by expressing their debt as a proportion of GVA, continued to grow in 2008, 

CBA CBQ (a)

2005 2006 2007 06 Q1-Q4 07 Q1-Q4 08 Q1-Q4

737648928561,8552,9931,9snoitaroprocforebmuN

001001001001001001STSOCLENNOSREP

1.137.721.724.625.526.62gnillaF

9.863.279.276.375.474.37gnisirrotnatsnoC

AVERAGE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES 100 100 100 100 100 100

6.444.734.933.139.039.03gnillaF

4.556.266.067.861.961.96gnisirrotnatsnoC

AVERAGE COMPENSATION RELATIVE TO INFLATION 100 100 100 100 100 100

6.942.640.945.836.341.24)b(htworgrewoL

4.058.350.155.164.659.75)b(htworgemasrorehgiH

SOURCE: Banco de España.

a. Weighted average of the relevant quarters for each column.

b. Year-on-year rate of the CPI in December of the year preceding the reference year.

PERSONNEL COSTS, EMPLOYEES AND AVERAGE COMPENSATION

Percentage of corporations in specific situations

TABLE 4
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2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

CBA 195.8 188.4 200.9 243.6 262.2

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 CBQ 238.2 242.8 259.4 339.6 362.3 390.7

CBA 44.9 44.4 44.5 46.9 47.2
CBA excl. 

MGs
165.0 163.0 176.0 208.5 227.6

CBQ 47.0 46.2 46.4 49.0 48.9 47.2
CBQ excl. 

MGs
165.3 192.1 222.3 280.2 303.1 356.2
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2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

E1. INTEREST-BEARING BORROWING /

NET ASSETS (a)

Ratios

% CBA / CBQ CBQ

150

250

350

450

2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

 TOTAL CBA

 TOTAL CBQ

 CBA excluding MGs (c)

 CBQ excluding MGs (c)

CBA / CBQ

E2. INTEREST-BEARING BORROWING/GVA (b)

Ratios

QBC%

DEBT RATIOS CHART 4

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

CBA 11.8 15.1 16.7 15.6 14.0 12.0 12.5 15.4 20.1

CBQ 12.6 15.6 17.3 16.8 15.2 13.3 13.1 17.3 21.5 26.7

SOURCE: Banco de España.

a. Ratio calculated from final balance sheet figures. Own funds include an adjustment to current prices.
b. Ratio calculated from final balance sheet figures. Interest-bearing borrowing includes an adjustment 
to eliminate intragroup debt (approximation of consolidated debt).
c. MGs: sample corporations belonging to the main reporting multinational groups.
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19

22

25

28

1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008

INTEREST BURDEN

(Interest on borrowed funds)/(GOP + financial revenue)

TBCQBC/ABC%
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mainly due to the negative behaviour of gross value added (the denominator of the ratio) in this 

period. 

Financial revenue grew by 2.3% in 2008. This was much less than in the previous year be-

cause the interest received had a lower impact on this item and, above all, because of the 

lesser dividends received from foreign subsidiaries, which were down by –5.3% after the ex-

ceptional increase in 2007. The changes described in fi nancial costs and revenue accentuated 

the downward trend shown by GOP, giving rise to a fall of –15.4% in ONP. As a result, fi rms’ 

rates of return on investment and equity also decreased signifi cantly in 2008 to stand, in the 

case of return on investment, at 7.9% (against 8.8% in 2007) and in that of return on equity, at 

10.7% (12.9% in 2007), this trend being equally apparent in all economic sectors. In this re-

spect, Table 6, which presents the distribution of fi rms by level of return, shows a signifi cant 

increase in the percentage of fi rms with lower returns. In particular, the segment of fi rms with 

a negative return on investment amounted to 27% in 2008, nearly 4 pp more than in the previ-

ous year. Meanwhile, the ratio which approximates the cost of borrowing held on its upward 

trend of recent years to stand at 4.9% (nearly half a percentage point more than in 2007). All 

this meant that the difference between the return on investment and the cost of debt narrowed 

to 3.0 in 2008.

Table 1 provides information on extraordinary revenue and expenses, inter alia, in the results 

(either positive or negative overall2) derived from asset disposals. Analysis of their behaviour in 

2008 shows some signifi cant changes which, however, largely offset each other. First, in 2008 

there was a sharp decrease in revenue and expenses of this nature (–61.9%) due to the high 

level reached by this item in 2007 (in which period extraordinary revenue minus extraordinary 

expenses increased by 79.5%), despite some sizeable gains on fi nancial asset sales in the fi rst 

CBA CBQ (a) CBA CBQ (a) CBA CBQ (a) CBA CBQ (a)

2006 2007
07 Q1-

Q4

08 Q1-

Q4
2006 2007

07 Q1-

Q4

08 Q1-

Q4
2006 2007

07 Q1-

Q4

08 Q1-

Q4
2006 2007

07 Q1-

Q4

08 Q1-

Q4

0.33.41.49.49.78.89.80.94.51-5.98.63.59.5-6.53.53.9latoT

SIZE

——4.27.2——3.78.6——8.1-9.7——7.06.2llamS

7.24.31.37.37.78.70.86.76.0-4.26.2-3.715.4-9.72.59.01muideM

0.33.42.41.59.78.80.91.98.51-7.99.73.49.5-6.54.53.9egraL

BREAKDOWN OF ACTIVITIES BEST REPRESENTED IN THE SAMPLE

6.38.44.42.63.80.97.89.94.2-4.17.0-2.22.40.24.05.8ygrenE

1.15.49.48.42.60.91.010.96.74-5.119.313.013.42-9.212.417.9yrtsudnI

Wholesale and retail trade 7.8 5.5 4.2 -17.5 12.5 2.7 -0.8 -11.6 11.3 10.8 7.2 5.4 6.8 5.9 2.5 1.1

Transport and communications 3.2 8.0 6.0 -3.6 -4.1 27.6 12.3 -2.9 7.9 9.9 12.1 11.6 3.9 5.4 7.8 7.0

GROSS OPERATING

PROFIT

ORDINARY NET PROFIT RETURN ON INVESTMENT

(R.1)

ROI-COST OF DEBT

(R.1-R.2)

RESULTADO ECONÓMICO BRUTO, RESULTADO ORDINARIO NETO, RENTABILIDAD ORDINARIA DEL ACTIVO

Y DIFERENCIA RENTABILIDAD–COSTE FINANCIERO (R.1–R.2).

DETALLES SEGÚN TAMAÑO Y ACTIVIDAD PRINCIPAL DE LAS EMPRESAS

Ratios y tasas de variación sobre las mismas empresas en igual período del año anterior

TABLE 5

SOURCE: Banco de España.

a. All the data in these columns have been calculated as the weighted average of the quarterly data.

GROSS OPERATING PROFIT, ORDINARY NET PROFIT, RETURN ON INVESTMENT AND

ROI-COST OF DEBT (R.1 – R.2).

BREAKDOWN BY SIZE AND MAIN ACTIVITY OF CORPORATIONS

Ratios and growth rates of the same corporations on the same period a year earlier

2. In line with the information required under the new Spanish general chart of accounts (PGC-2007), this information is 

expressed net, which partially limits the study of these items. Nevertheless, analysis of the transactions detected in spe-

cifi c fi rms allows the reasons for changes in them to be analysed. 
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half of 2008. These large gains in the fi rst half of 2008 linked to corporate transactions in the 

electricity sector were offset by others of opposite sign in 2008 Q4 in the real estate and te-

lephony sectors, due to losses arising from impairment of their fi nancial investments. Second, 

portfolio provisions also decreased substantially in 2008 (–43.8%), again largely attributable to 

the strong growth of the previous year (60.0%).3 As a result of all this, net profi t was down by 

–24.0%, which was an even sharper fall than that of ONP, and very different from that re-

corded in 2007, when corporate profi ts grew by 12.0%. In any event, the aggregate level of 

net profi t of the reporting non-fi nancial corporations remained high, albeit on a downward 

path. Thus, net profi t as a percentage of GVA decreased from 37.9% in 2007 to 29.3% in the 

current year.

20.3.2009.

CBQ (a)

RETURN ON

INVESTMENT (R.1)

ORDINARY RETURN

ON EQUITY (R.3)

07 Q1-Q4 08 Q1-Q4 07 Q1-Q4 08 Q1-Q4

737648737648snoitaroprocforebmuN

R ≤ 0% 23.3 27.0 28.9 34.1

0% < R ≤ 5% 19.9 21.7 13.7 14.3

5% < R ≤ 10% 17.4 16.7 12.8 12.0

10% < R ≤ 15% 10.6 9.1 8.8 7.9

15% < R 28.8 25.5 35.8 31.7

7.019.219.78.8nruteregarevA:METIMUDNAROMEM

Percentage of corporations 

by profitability bracket

SOURCE: Banco de España.

a. All the data in these columns have been calculated as the weighted average

of the quarterly data.

STRUCTURE OF REPORTING CORPORATIONS' RETURN ON INVESTMENT 

AND ORDINARY RETURN ON EQUITY

TABLE 6

3. Table 1 follows the format and terminology used in the 1990 chart of accounts because it includes information from 

the annual database, with information relating to 2007, to which the new chart of accounts does not yet apply. In Novem-

ber 2009, coinciding with the publication of the annual results for 2008 (fi rst data under the PGC-2007), the structure, 

details and terminology of Table 1 will be adjusted to those defi ned in the PGC-2007. As regards losses of value of fi nan-

cial investments, the notion of losses derived from the securities portfolio provision will be replaced by that of impairment 

losses, to which reference is made in this article.




